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Workshop Outline
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● Intro: Linguistics and Language Processing

○ Ondrej, 10 min
● Demo throughout the session: Speech Recognition and Translation
● Presentation/Demo: Immediate Response Machine Translation

○ Jindrich, 15 min
● Demo: Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval

○ Ruda, 20 min
● Demo: Question Answering

○ Tomáš, 20 min
● Presentation: Towards Automatic Summarization of Meetings

○ Ondrej, 10 min
● Discussion: Ideas for future collaboration

○ everyone, 20 min



Where You Are and Why
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Workshop on Automatic Processing
of Text and Speech

with potential for future collaboration
between ERSTE and ÚFAL



Your Ideas Are What Makes the Difference
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Workshop on Automatic Processing
of Text and Speech

with potential use in your daily work, auditing practice



Computational Linguistics
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Applied CL = Natural Language Processing



Applied CL = Natural Language Processing
Text Input (T9), Spelling+Grammar Checking

Internet Search, Information Extraction or Text Data Mining,
Sentiment Analysis, Text Summarization

Speech Recognition (“Speech to text”),
Machine Translation,
Spoken Language Translation
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Text Input / Correction
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gramar error are comon

T9 input method



Internet Search, Text Analytics
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Turning Big Data

into Useful Information



Multilingual Text and Speech Processing
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EU Support of NLP: Research -> Commodity: CEF, ELG

• The EU is well aware of the utility of NLP for the society.
• Many projects funded over the last decades.
• Commoditizing NLP

› European Language Grid
› eTranslation
› Other services
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EU Support of NLP: Research -> Commodity
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European Language Grid (ELG)
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Technology Readiness Levels (TRL)
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Training Data: TRL vs. Individual Domain and Language 
Support

• Most of the technologies are trained, i.e. some basic structure is automatically populated, relying 
on language- and domain-specific manually annotated data.

• Examples: translated audit reports, manually labelled named entities in German tax audit domain…
• So even a technology that achieves TRL 9 for Czech housing lease agreements may be not 

available or badly underperforming on Serbian road construction regulations.
• Adapting an existing technology to a new domain or language is considerable work, but it will 

take months, not years or decades.
• Here, we will showcase technologies that are usually below TRL 9, even in languages where they 

work best. ...we are a university, not a company.
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TRL vs. Individual Domain and Language Support

• NLP components are mostly trained, not programmed.
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Method/Model Design In-Domain Training
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Automatic Speech Recognition
&

Speech Translation



URL to watch throughout the call

https://quest.ms.mff.cuni.cz/elitr/demo/
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https://quest.ms.mff.cuni.cz/elitr/demo/


Automatic Speech Recognition & Speech Translation
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Transcript = what was said 
in the same language

Translation = 
what was said in 
other language



Cross-lingual communication

TRL: 5/6
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https://elitr.eu/blog/
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Immediate Response Machine Translation



https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hENadGT45fN8EBHXH
G41tbjTbAOC8doNwBhNtq8U0Qc/edit?usp=sharing

https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/ufal-ukraine  
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https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hENadGT45fN8EBHXHG41tbjTbAOC8doNwBhNtq8U0Qc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hENadGT45fN8EBHXHG41tbjTbAOC8doNwBhNtq8U0Qc/edit?usp=sharing
https://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/ufal-ukraine


Named Entity Recognition
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Example 1

Input:

In January 2020 Daniel Hildegar together with 
members of the International Congress decided to  
visit Prague.
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Output:

In January 2020 Daniel Hildegar together with 
members of the International Congress decided to 
visit Prague.

DATES PEOPLE INSTITUTIONS LOCATIONS



Example 2
II. Subject of the Supplement No. 1
Since both Contracting parties are interested in continuing the relationship established by the Sublease 
agreement, they have agreed to extend the lease for a further two years, i.e. the lessee is entitled to use the 
apartment until 31st December 2020. The other provisions of the Sublease agreement remain unchanged.
III. Final Provisions
In the event that any provision of this Supplement No. 1 is or it becomes invalid or ineffective, this shall not 
affect the validity or effectiveness of the other provisions of this Supplement No. 1. 
In Art. III of the Sublease agreement, the tenant and the lessee agreed that the apartment in question would 
be rented to the tenant for a fixed period from 13th May 2016 to 31st December 2018.
The Supplement No. 1 is bilingual. In the event of a dispute, the Czech version is decisive. The Contracting 
parties to this Supplement No. 1 declare that they have read the Supplement No. 1, agree with its contents 
and that the Supplement No. 1 was concluded freely, seriously, not in distress, under considerably 
unfavorable conditions.
In proof of these facts, both parties to this Agreement shall attach their handwritten signature.
Prague, 31st December 2018
Karolína Černá, Lessee; Marta Burešová, Tenant
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Task 1a - Who coordinated the audit?
Subject of audit: (CR) Excise duty administration (SR) Customs authorities procedures in excise duty administration.

The subject of the Agreement was cooperation in parallelly performed audits of „Excise duty administration“ included 
in the Audit plan of the SAO, CR for 2005, No. 05/34 and „Customs procedures in excise duty administration“ 
included in the SAO SR Audit plan for 2006, No. 48/11. Parallel audits had the nature of a coordinated audit. The 
cooperation consisted both, in the exchange of information that could not be obtained by Parties to the Agreement in 
course of excise duty administration audit on the territory of the respective state, and in drafting the joint final report 
on the result of audits in accordance with the European Implementing Guidelines for the INTOSAI Auditing Standard 
No 31.
The audit on the territory of the Czech Republic (hereinafter only „the CR“) was performed by audit teams composed 
of representatives of the State Budget Department and of the regional offices in the Central Bohemia, South 
Bohemia, West Bohemia, Northwest Bohemia, Northeast Bohemia, South Moravia, Central Moravia, and North 
Moravia from 7 February to 2 June 2006. The audit was performed by 27 auditors. One of the audited entities was 
the General Directorate of Customs (hereinafter only „the DGC“) and 11 tax offices. 12 out of 54 customs offices of 
the DGC were selected for the audit. The coordination was led by Reagan Johnston. The audit on the territory of the 
Slovak Republic (hereinafter only „the SR“) was performed by the Financial and Tax Section of the SAO SR in 
cooperation with the SAO sub-offices in Banská Bystrica and Košice in 5 out of the total number of 9 regional 
customs offices between 13 February and 2 June 2006.
The objective of parallel audits was to check procedures of the customs authorities in excise duty administration, as 
well as adherence to valid legislation in both countries and in the EU.  The international cooperation was aimed at 
the procedures of tax authorities in supervising movement of excisable good.
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Task 1b - What institution did the audit? 
Each of both Member States is developing its own risk management system (hereinafter “RMS”), that has its 
strengths and weaknesses. Successful criteria, components or approaches of a RMS have to be exchanged and 
implemented in each Member State of the EC, if not so fraudsters will choose that Member State with the weakest 
RMS (see 5.). As part of cooperation, the two SAI reviewed selected cases of intra-Community transactions 
processed by tax entities in the CR and Germany.
Thirty-one cases of business transactions were reviewed jointly using the legal provisions of the CLO, where there 
were doubts about their realization, their proper treatment or suspicion of VAT fraud. The SAI found that: 
In some cases, the tax administration of another Member State refused to reply to a request for information.
Some cases were detected, where taxpayers wrongly declared business transactions in their recapitulative 
statements. As a result, data in VIES were erroneous and therefore the tax administrators had to review those cases 
(see 6). 
The audit was performed in the period from June 2006 to July 2006 by the Division II – Department of State Budget 
Incomes and by the territorial departments of Central Bohemia, North-Western Bohemia, Southern Bohemia, 
Southern Moravia, Central Moravia and Northern Moravia.
The audited entities were: the Ministry of Finance (hereinafter the “MoF”) and 10 tax offices – the tax office in 
Humpolec, the tax office in Jihlava, the tax office in Kadaň, the tax office in Liberec, the tax office in Nymburk, the tax 
office in Otrokovice, the tax office for Prague 1, the tax office for Prague 4, the tax office in Sokolov and the tax office 
in Třinec.
The conclusions of this audit was approved on April 23, 2007.
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Named Entity Recognition

- information extraction of name entities
(= objects with proper names, such as Sony, John, Czechia)

- TRL 6/9

- search quickly through a document

- generate tags/topics for a document

- summarization (in keywords)

- automatic assignment of work (based on keywords)
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1. Go to: https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy-ent

2. Pick your preferred language (English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, ...)

3. Input a sentence with a named entity.

4. Click the search button. Examine the results.

5. Test this on larger texts, for example from Wikipedia.

Task 2 - practical
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DATES PEOPLE INSTITUTIONS LOCATIONS

https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy-ent


Task 3 - practical

1. Go to: https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy-ent

2. Pick your preferred language (English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, ...)

3. Try to find an entity, which does not get classified.
Example: WHO issued a new statement.
However: World Health Organization issued a new statement.
However: SAO issued a new statement.
However: NKÚ issued a new statement.

4. Try to find an entity, which gets misclassified. What caused it?
Example: I met with Kuba.
However: I met with John.
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https://explosion.ai/demos/displacy-ent
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Machine Translation



Main players:

● Google: www.translate.google.com
● Microsoft: www.bing.com/translator

Advantages:

● Available
● Free(*)
● Good results
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https://www.translate.google.com
https://www.bing.com/translator


Main players:

● Google: www.translate.google.com
● Microsoft: www.bing.com/translator

Disadvantages:

● Data protection
● General domain
● Uncommon language pair
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http://www.translate.google.com
http://www.bing.com/translator


Alternative services:

● LINDAT Translator: 
https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/translation/

● eTranslation: 
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/eTranslation

● Ptakopet: https://ptakopet.vilda.net/
● ...
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https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/services/translation/
https://ec.europa.eu/cefdigital/wiki/display/CEFDIGITAL/eTranslation
https://ptakopet.vilda.net/
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Task #1:

● Translating a part of an Estonian audit report:

See the worksheet
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https://bit.ly/langtools-ws


Task #2:

● Using Ptakopet (3rd link in the worksheet), try to ask a 
clarifying question in Estonian
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https://ptakopet.vilda.net/?p=sao
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CLIR: Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval



The problem

•  Find information...
› in documents produced by your organization branch

─ should be easy
› in documents produced by other organization branches

─ sometimes easy
─ sometimes hard

• language barrier
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The solution

•  CLIR: Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval
› search in your language
› find documents in any language
› read them in your language

•  automatic translation
•  TRL 5-7: demos and prototypes
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CLIR demo at bit.ly/ws-clir 

•  Demo languages
› English (EN)
› Czech (CS)
› German (DE)
› French (FR)

•  Demo data: audits from Supreme Audit Institutions
› Czech SAO (in Czech)
› Belgian SAI (in French)

•  Apache Solr information retrieval + Lindat machine translation
48

http://bit.ly/ws-clir


CLIR Task 1: pension funds

•  Go to bit.ly/ws-clir and find
› EN: documents relevant to pension funds
› CS: dokumenty týkající se penzijních fondů
› DE: Dokumente über die Pensionsfonds
› FR: des documents pertinent pour les fonds de pension
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http://bit.ly/ws-clir
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CLIR Task 2: family reuinification

•  Go to bit.ly/ws-clir and find
› EN: Number of Belgian visas for family reunification in 2018
› CS: Počet belgických víz pro sloučení rodiny v roce 2018
› DE: Anzahl der belgischen Visa für die 
Familienzusammenführung im Jahr 2018

› FR: Nombre de visas belges pour le regroupement familial 
en 2018
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http://bit.ly/ws-clir
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CLIR Task 3: look for some other information

• crime prevention
› prevence kriminality
› Kriminalprävention
› prévention du crime

• highways
› dálnice
› Autobahnen
› autoroutes
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• state budget
› státní rozpočet
› Staatshaushalt
› budget de l'État

• …

•  Go to bit.ly/ws-clir and look e.g. for:

http://bit.ly/ws-clir


CLIR feedback questions

1.  Would the CLIR tool be useful for you in your work?

2.  What kind of tool would be useful for you?
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Question Answering
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Question Answering

• Imagine that you have a long document and you have a question.
• Question Answering software can find the answer for you!
• TRL: 6/7

• Task 1:
› http://zilinec.me/question-answering/  
› try the default context

─ ask: What is the main expertise of UFAL?
─ ask: Where is the institute located?
─ ask: How many PhD students are there?
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http://zilinec.me/question-answering/


Masked Language Models

Image source: https://www.sbert.net/examples/unsupervised_learning/MLM/README.html

BERT = Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
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https://www.sbert.net/examples/unsupervised_learning/MLM/README.html


Question Answering with BERT

Image source: https://mccormickml.com/2020/03/10/question-answering-with-a-fine-tuned-BERT/
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Question Answering with BERT

Image source: https://mccormickml.com/2020/03/10/question-answering-with-a-fine-tuned-BERT/
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Question Answering – Task 2 
http://zilinec.me/question-answering/  

Copy the following text into the context text area:
The audit was performed in the period from June 2006 to March 2007 by the Division II – Department of 
State Budget Incomes and by the territorial departments of Central Bohemia, North-Western Bohemia, 
Southern Bohemia, Southern Moravia, Central Moravia and Northern Moravia.
The audited entities were: the Ministry of Finance (hereinafter the “MoF”) and 10 tax offices – the tax 
office in Humpolec, the tax office in Jihlava, the tax office in Kadaň, the tax office in Liberec, the tax 
office in Nymburk, the tax office in Otrokovice, the tax office for Prague 1, the tax office for Prague 4, the 
tax office in Sokolov and the tax office in Třinec.
The conclusions of this audit was approved on April 23, 2007.
Ask questions, e.g.

• What institution did the audit?
• Who was audited?
• When was it finished?
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http://zilinec.me/question-answering/


Question Answering – Task 3 
http://zilinec.me/question-answering/ 

• random Wikipedia article: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Random 

• copy and paste the first paragraph into the tool
• ask questions
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http://zilinec.me/question-answering/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:Random


Towards Automatic Summarization
of Meetings



“Minuting”
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Sample Outputs
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Further Details on Minuting

…in ELITR deliverables:  https://elitr.eu/deliverables/

• D1.5: Minuting data, see Section 5.1
• D1.6: Further updates on the data
• D6.5: How the minuting can be put to operation for remote calls; sample outputs

Training data are the critical limitation.
• ELITR collected a corpus of ~100 hours of English meetings + ~100 hours of Czech meetings

› ELITR provided manual summaries.
• ELITR/ÚFAL is and will be searching for more such data.

› https://elitr.eu/recipe-for-miracles-to-happen/
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https://elitr.eu/deliverables/
https://elitr.eu/recipe-for-miracles-to-happen/


Possible Ideas for Future Collaboration



Ideas for Brainstorming

Our expertise is mainly in the sequence-to-sequence processing, for texts, speech.
We also like implicit structure: structure in unstructured data.

• Meetings assistance
› Live transcription
› Live translation
› Live summarization

• Decision assistance
› Summarization? Summarization into text and images?
› Automated data analysis, creative visualization?

• Privacy
› Can all the processing happen on site?
› Can we find a way to process encrypted sound into encrypted transcript?

• Personal data vs. Data sharing
› Deep learning critically needs training data.
› People are generally reluctant to share the data.
› Can we find settings in which they are willing to share (and are not harmed by the sharing)?
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Formal Aspects of Collaboration
• EU Research and Innovation Projects (3 yrs, 3+ countries)

› We prefer Research and Innovation Actions (RIA).
─ Typically 4-6 partners, 2 of which are companies.
─ 3 EU countries are a minimum, more is better, south is better.
─ Ideally, the goal comes from the industry, the users.
─ Need to strike a good balance between blue skies and something practically usable.

› Other types are Innovation Actions (IA).
─ More partners, less intense collaboration; more of management.

› …current calls are on “eXtended Reality” and “AI for Human Empowerment”

• Spořitelna as a Partner of Matfyz, Charles University
› ?

• Contractual research (“Smluvní výzkum”)
› ÚFAL can carry out research work (or provide/create specific data) for money.
› Generally not our main interest.

• Random support:
› E.g. catering for the hackathon on MT for Ukrainian 
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Discussion
Questionnaire - evaluation



Thank you for your attention



Thank you for your attention
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Charles University, Czech Republic

Faculty of Mathematics and Physics
Institute of Formal and Applied Linguistics

bojar@ufal.mff.cuni.cz
 kapralova@ufal.mff.cuni.cz
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